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-2Abstract

Asymmerric mulliqueue systems (e.g., Token-passing systems) are known to raise analytically
difficult questions in the sense of modelling tractabilty. A prime example is the asymmetric multiqueue system with a single cyclic-server and one-at-a-lime customer service. In the interests of
sound approximation techniques. we examine the feasibility of approximation schemes using

known results in the realm of closed queueing networks. Focusing on unit capacity buffer systems and cycle-limes of the server on such systems. a notion of duality is introduced. In essence,
this duality says that the single server on the multiqueue system can be viewed as a single customer on a dual closed network. Correspondingly, the customern in the multiqueueing system take
on the role of servers in the dual closed queueing network. In this work, we examine conditions

under which this duality is strong (or weak). In order to do this, we solve two open problems: the
cycle-time distribution on an asymmel:ric system, and the probability of any station being empty
(nonempty) at its scan instant. Numerical results indicate that closed network dUality is strong
under testable conditions and can thus be used as a guide to useful approximations.

-31. INTRODUCTION
Queueing systems that are essentially multiqueues which share a single server, i.e., a scarce
resource such as a channel, have received a considerable amount of attention in the recent literature, especially in modelling token-passing systems (see for example [FeAm85, Ferg86, PaDo86,
KiTa86, BuxW83, BuTr83, RuDe83, etc.]). It appears that the detennination of sound measures

of perfonnance for such systems. under realistic assumptions such as asymmemc traffic, finite
buffers, nonexhaustive-service, general input, general token-passing time. and general
transmission-lime probability distributions are fairly difficult to obtain, as can be witnessed from
the literature. For example, it is known that obtaining the dislributions of the number of packets

queued at each station (either embedded or arbitrary-time) is a formidable open problem, as is the
problem of obtaining the waiting-time distribution. Further, note that the problem is difficult no
matter what the buffer size at each station (i.e., all infinite, all finite with the same size, all finite
with different sizes, etc.) or the service-discipline at each queue (i.e., exhaustive, nonexhaustive,

etc.).
It must be mentioned that some results are available for token-passing systems. Notable

results include the mean waiting times and queue-lengths for symmetric exhaustively served
queues [KoMe74J, a generalization of this to asymmetric queues [Swar80J, mean waiting times of
packets in symmetric systems with nonexhaustive service [Fuhr85J, mean waiting times in queues
with gated service (i.e., where only those customers found waiting for the server at a given queue,
when the server arrives at lhe queue, are served) [FeAm.85], and the variance of the cycle-time of
an asymmetric system with an infinite number of stations and exhaustive service [Ferg86]. There
is a version of the token-ring problem, one on which the the original token-passing LAN protocol
was defined [IEEE84a, IEEE84b], which is particularly formidable. 11lis is the problem of nonex-

hausrive service on an asymmetric system, where at most kj packets can be transmiLted by station
j, each time station j acquires the free token, 1.5 kj < 00. To the best knowledge of the authors,
the only version of this problem that has been solved is that by Boxma [Boxm84J, where the
number of stations is N =2, and kj = 1.
The present paper has been inspired mainly by two things. First, there are the many
difficulties associated with exact analyses of nonexhaustive service loken-passing systems. Next,
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consider the tremendous increase in the complexity of exact analyses of such systems when the
number of servers (or tokens on a token ring) is more than one. In a pioneering paper, Morris and
Wang [MoWa84] present some interesting approximations for multiqueue systems with multiple
cyclic servers. A key conclusion of this study was that for fairly wide ranges of system parameters, the many servers tended to behave somewhat independently of one another. The net effect
observed was an "averaging out" of cycle-time variability, which in turn effectively reduced waiting limes ofjobs at the various queues.
In a similar spirit, the present paper examines the feasibility of a new kind of approximation

for multiqueues. Since this is preliminary worle, we focus

OUf

attention on the case of a single

cyclic server (token). Basically, we claim that it is possible to view certain multiqueue systems
as duals of certain closed networks, with respect to specific performance measures. In particular,
we restrict our attention to the distribution of cycle-time (where the cycle-time is the random time
between two consecutive visits of the server at any station on the multiqueueing system).
Our motivation for studying multiqueues with a cyclic-server in the framework of a closed
network dual is to exploit results that are well known for closed networks (e.g., [KIei76],
[Chow80], [ScDa83], [Dadu86a], [Dadu86b]). For example, consider the problem of determining
the position of the token on a token ring at an arbitrary instant in time. Alternately, consider the
difficulty involved if one was to try to compute the joint distribution of the positions of N different tokens on a multiple-token ring (i.e., cyclic-servers on a multiqueue). In the following

sec~

tions we explain how one can use the closed network duality and the results thus available to
obtain useful performance measures that are either impossible to obtain or simply too difficult to
obtain by analyzing multiqueues in a direct manner. In the course of establishing duality, we
solve two open problems. The first is obtaining the distribution of cycle-time on an N station,
asymmetric, unit-capacity buffer token ring system. The second is obtaining the probability that a
given station is found empty when the free token arrives at the station.

In the following sections, we proceed as follows. In section 2, the multiqueue and cyclicserver model is presented formally, along with the closed network dual. In section 3. we demonstrate the existence of a duality by computing the cycle-time distribution exactly on dual systems
and comparing them. The first is the closed network system, and the second is an asymmetric

-5muItiqueue dual system with a cyclic-server and station buffers each of unit capacity. We use
Poisson arrivals but otherwise general distributions. In this sense the solution is very general. A
disadvantage of OUf solution is that it is computationally feasible only for small systems, Le.• the

number of stations less than ten. The complexity of computation grows exponentially with N
(the nwnber of stations). since a 2!' xi' probability transition matrix is involved. However, we
stress that this is an exact solution. and sufficient lO demonstrate the duality that we are interested
in. A somewhat similar results can be seen in [TeTH86] but the system analyzed in this reference
is a symmetric one, while our analysis is for an asymmetric system. Additionally, this reference
utilizes an assumption of inter-departure time independence to obtain the Laplace-Stieltjes
transform of cusLomer inter-departure time distribution, not a distribution in any computational
form.. Thus the present work: is considerably different in that we have a more general system,
obtain explicit

cyc1e~time (not

inter-departure time) distributions that are both exact and approxi-

mate. These are obtained in computationally conve!1ient forms. Also, we focus on a duality relationship between queueing systems, rather than performance measurements. For completeness.
we also mention that symmetric systems have been well studied in the fOIm of the

machine~

interference problem (see for example, [MackS7], [MaMW57], also see [Taka86] ). In section 4
we demonstrate some numerical results for cycle-time distributions on the dual systems. Finally.
we present an immediate application of the duality and conclude the paper.
2. DUAL QUEUEING MODELS

An illustration of the multiqueue and cyclic server model is shown in Figure la for N = 3
queues. Customer interarrival times at queue j are assumed to be Poisson with rate Aj'
j = I, 2, ..., N.

Additionally, customer arrivals wilhin and between queues are mutually

independent. A single server walks around the ring of queues, from queue j
(j nwd N )

+ I,

to queue

serving at most one customer per queue if he finds the queue nonempty. This

is called the one-at-a-time (nonexhaustive) service discipline.
When a customer is served at some queue j, the server spends a random time Xj at station
j, where Pr[Xj :5 t] = Bj(t). That is, X j is the service time of a queue-j customer. If queue j is

empty when the server gelS there, it takes the server a small random time Yj to detect this, and
switch past this queue. with Pr[Yj :::; t] = Sj(t). Thus, each Lime the server arrives at station j,

-6j = I, 2, ...• N. either a random time Xj or a random time Yj is spent by the server at station j.

On leaving station j the server must walk to station k. k = (j mod N ) + 1. This walking time
I

is taken to be a random time Wk. where Pr[Wk ::;; t] = V.t(t). It is assumed that the distributions
B j 0, SjO. and VjC") are general. j = 1, 2, ...• N, wilh finite first and second moments. The

quantities just described are summarized below.

Aj

customer arrival rate at stationj

customer service time at station j
Yj ,Yj

-

SjO

W" W, -V,O

time for server to switch past empty station j
time for server to walk from station j to station U mod N) + 1.

Let Pj denote the (stationary) probability that the cyclic-server finds queue j nonempty on
any visit to this queue. 1 '5.j '5:.N. Consider the fo~owlng scenario (see Figure Ib). We treat the

cyclic-server multiqueue system as a closed network with a single customer by interchanging the
notion of server and customer. That is, the cyclic-server on the multiqueue system is viewed as
the only customer on a certain closed network. The N queueing stations of the multiqueueing
system could be considered as stations at which two kinds of servers provided service on the
closed network. At each station j on the closed network, one server provides service of length
Xj' and the other server provides service of length Y j , ISj $.N. On arriving at station j,

I Sj :5:N, the cyclic-customer chooses the server with service-time X j with probability Pj' and
the server with service-time Yj , with probability (I-Pj). On completing of a service at station j
the cyclic-customer is forced to visit a single server which provides service of length
W UmodN )+I,l:5:jSN.

In the preceding description, observe that the closed network is really a dual of the cyclic-

server multiqueue, with the notion of servers and customers interchanged. The cyclic-server on
the multiqueue system becomes the single cyclic-customer on the closed network. The amount of
time that the cyclic-server spends at each queue j on the multiqueue system, at steady-state, is
either X j if a customer (from the multiqueueing system) is present (i.e., with probability Pj), or
Yj if tlIe queue is empty (i.e., with probability (I-Pj)). On lhe closed network, the laner times

are represented via routing probabilities and two different types of servers.

-7The existence of a duality between closed networks and rnultiqueues has interesting possi-

bilities, as was indicated earlier. At this stage, two important questions arise quite naturally.
These are:
(1) How strong is the duality?

(2) If duality (either weak or strong) can be established, with respect to a given perfonnancc
measure, how can this duality be exploited?
Since our work is preliminary, we attend to the first question with greater vigour. By focusing our attention on cycle-times, we show that the duality is strong under certain system parame-

ters and weak under others. This means that if one is solving a multiqueue and cyclic server
problem, with the one-at-a-lime service discipline, the duality will ensure that closed network
approximations can be very good under certain system parameters. Alternately, certain multiqueue approximations will also hold good for our closed networks. In the past a similar study, in
the spirit of an approximation, was done by Kuehn [Kueh79]. Besides inlroducing duality, our
resulls differ from Kuehn's in that we compute exact results for verification (while Kuehn uses
simulation), and we use unit-capacity buffers (while Kuehn uses infinite capacity buffers). The
extent to which this dUality can be exploited is a very interesting question. It is extremely important that the practitioner be aware of when the duality works and the quantities that can accurately
be obtained via this duality.

3. ESTABLISIllNG DUALITY
One way to establish that cycle-times on the dual systems can be close for cenain system
parameters is to provide a formal proof. While this approach can be effective in answering the
question, it does not provide quantitative answers. A nontrivial issue in constructing such a proof
is that not much is known either qUalitatively or quantitatively about the exact nature of cycletimes on the multiqueue system with the one-at-a-time service discipline, asymmetric traffic, and
either finite or infinite buffers.
We choose an alternate melhod of establishing duality. We compute the distribution of the

-8server's cycle-time on the multiqueue system and also the distribution of lhe single customer's
cycle-time on the closed network. In doing this, two important cases must be distinguished. The
first is the case of an asymmetric multiqueue system in which each station has a buffer of infinite

capacity and its corresponding closed network. dual. Establishing duality in this case proves to be
an intractable problem because the cycle-time distribution for this multiqueuing system is as yet
undetermined (see [FeAm85, Boxm84]). Interestingly enough. for this case the probability

p/

that station j is nonempty when the server arrives at this station, 1 $j '5.N, is easily computed
(see [Kueh79]). In this sense, the closed network: dual of the muItiqueueing system is tractable,

even though the multiqueueing system is not. However, we cannot establish the conditions under
which the duality holds since we cannot compute the server's cycle-time distribution on this multiqueueing system exactly.
The second case (i.e., the one that we examine in detail) is the case of an asymmetric multiqueue system in which each station has a buffer of unit capacity and its corresponding closed network dual. Again, interestingly enough, the probability Pj that station j is nonempty on the
server's arrival at station j, I ::;;j ::;;N is TU)1 known. Hence, the closed network dual of the multiqueue system is not readily available. We show how the probability Pj can be obtained. Additionally, the server's cycle-time distribution on this mulLiqueue system is also unknown. We also
demonsttate how this distribution can be obtained for an N -station system in order to establish
duality.

Thus, in order to establish the duality. it is necessary to solve two unsolved problems.
These are (for asymmeuic systems),
(I) obtaining the cycle-time distribution in a multiqueue system with cyclic server, one-ata-time service discipline, and unit capacity buffers, and
(2) obtaining the probability lhat an arbitrary station is empty on the servers' arrival at that
station, in the above system.

-93.1 Cycle-time on the closed network-dual
Define the cycle-time Cd of the single customer on the closed network (i.e., the dual of the

cyclic-server's cycle-time on the multiqueueing system) as the random time between two consecutive visits of the customer to an arbitrary station. The random variable Cd can be computed

as a sum of independent random variables,
N

:E

Wj

+

(3.1)

Rj

j=l

where

the newly introduced random

Pr[Rj ::; r] = Pi BjCt)

+ (1

variable Rj

has

a mixture distribution,

i.e.,

- Pj)Sj(t). 1 S. j 5:. N. In other words, the amount of time spent by

the customer at a two-server station j is a mixture of the random times Xj and Yj

.

Let Fd(-)

denote the distribution of Cd. The distribution Fd(-) is easily obtained once Pj is known,
1 '5.j S.N. For example. if the distributions HjC-), SjO, and VjO are exponential, for each j it is
I

clear from (3.1) that F d is a discrete mixture distribution, given by the convolution of N different
exponential distributions and N different two-phase generalized Erlangian (Le., hyperexponential) distributions. Consequently, the computation of the customer's cycle-time distribution is an
O(N) operation, assuming that the N probabilities (Pi; 1Sj SN) are known. In the case of

infinite capacity buffers, the amount of work required to obtain these probabilities is O(N) (see
[Kueh79]).

3.2 Cycle-time on the multiqueue system
Consider an N station mutliqueue system with unit capacity buffers (and one-at-a-time ser~
vice discipline). In order to illustrate the ideas clearly, we first give the construction for N = 3
queueing stations, and the general construction immediately after. Let C denote the random time
between two consecutive visits of the cyclic-server at station N (which we always take to be a
reference station). Suppose that we place an observer at the exit point of the server from station

N. On each cycle, the server constructs an N-bit binary vector Z = <2'1, Z2' ..., ZN>, where

-10 Zj = 1 if a customer is served at station j during that cycle. and Zj = 0 otherwise, 1 ::;: j $ N.
Each time the server exits from station N the observer obtains the most recent vector Z from the
I

server. Given a vector Z. the observer can reconstruct the service or switching events at the various stations for the last cycle. Additionally, the observer can compute the length of the most
N

recent cycle of the server made with respect to station N as

L

{Zj X j

+ (l-Zj) Yj + Wj}.

j""l

The .state of the observer at any time t is defined to be the most recently acquired vector Z
from the server. Let tTl denote the time of the

nIh

exit of the server from station N at which lime
I

the vector Z" is given to the observer. At time t,,+I' /,,+1 > In, the observer receives the vector
Zn+l

from the server, and is said to make a transition from state Z/I to state Zn+l. Since each

buffer is of unit capacity, it is easy to see that whether a station is empty or not a given visit by
the server only depends on the amount of time since the server's last visit to the station. Thus,
events at each station are Markovian. However, these events are also strongly dependent on
events at other stations. We now state a theorem whose fonnal proof can be found in {ReNi86l,
but for which we consouctively show how probability transitions can be computed below.

THEOREM
Let Z" be the stale that the observer moves into on the nih exit of the server from station N

n = 0, 1,2,

I

Then the sequence {Z,,} is a time-homogeneous Markov chain.

•
In order to obtain the cycle-time distribution of the server, we must be able to compute the

probability transition matrix of lhis Markov chain. We illustrate the computation for an N = 3
station system, and then we generalize it to an arbitrary integer N. Let Z" = <zt> Z2' z3> and
Z,,+I = <Zl', z{, Z3'> be two consecutive states visited by the observer (Le., two consecutive
service-vectors defined by the server with respect to station N). We wish to compute the proba-

- 11 <ZI' I 22' I 23'> E

8 3• where 8) is the set of all three-bit binary vectors.

In order to computer Pr[z' I z] for each z. z'e 8 3, it is necessary to obtain only one general
formula, as we shall demonstrate in the following discussion. Let Tj =

Zj

Xj

+ (1

-

Zj)

Yj be the

amount of time spent by the server at station j while the vector z = <Z I 122,23> is being defined,
1

s: j s: 3.

If

z = <z{, 2{. 23'> is to be the next state,Iet T/ =

z/Xj + (1 - z/) Yj be the lime

spent by the server at station j during this next state z'. Let Cj be the time between the two con-

secutive visits of the server to station i during the observer transition from z to z'. It can be seen
that (see Figure 2),

C 1 = T 1 + W z + T z + W3 + T 3 + W{
C z = T z + W 3 + T) + WI' + T I' + W z'
C3 = T) + W{ + T{ + W z' + Tz' + W 3'

(3.2)

where the unprimed terms correspond to random variables accounted for in the current state (Le.,
current server cycle), and the primed terms are their identically distributed counterparts, respectively, accounted for in the next state (Le., next server cycle) of the observer. In Figure 2 we
show the server imervisit-times C I and C 2 for the first and the second stations, respectively, for
server cycles measured with respect to the exit point of station 3. Observe that C 1 and C 2 actually
overlap (shown in Fig. 2 by a dotted line). In fact, for any pair of states z, Z

E ~,

the times C 1,

C 2 and C 3 overlap, and hence are dependent nmdom variables. It is important to note that this
particular form of overlapping is due to our studying the embedded chain with respect to slation
3. In computing Pr [z I z] the presence of dependence between C 11 C2 and C 3 indicates that
their joint distribution function is required. However, an explicit computation of this joint distribution can be avoided due to the special manner in which cycle-times overlap (see Eq. (3.2)).
Suppose that we wish to compute the transition probability Pr[z' I z], for some z,
For any given ZE~, first assume that

z = <0, 0, 0>,

Z'E

8 3,

and define the station times

denote the distribution functions for Tj and T/, respectively, I ::;; j ::;; 3. Note that FT/) is really

-12 the (given) distribution BjO if Zj =1, and the dislribution SjO ifzj =0. The situation is the same

with FT/O, except that z/ is involved instead of Zj. Given that the observer is in some state z, we
now compute the probability Pr [0, O. 0 Iz] that the next state of the observer will be
z=<O. 0, 0> (i.e.• a cycle in which all stations are found empty). Using the fact that arrivals at

station j are Poisson with rate "Aj l::;j :::;;3. we write
I

Pr[D, 0, 0 I z] = Je-?"lf tiFT,(t) . fe-All dV 2(t)

a

x

a

Je-Q.,+k)t dFT2 (t). Je-Q.l+,,# dV 3(t)

a

a

x Je-o.l+"I...:t+Al)ldFTJ(t). je-Q.I+M+?.J)r dVlet)

a

x

a

Je-Q.z+~)1 dFT,,(t). Je- ~+"])I dV 2(t)

a

a

- AJI dFTz'(t) . Je-~I dV 3(t)
xJea

a

(3.3)

The reason that (3.3) takes on this particular "product of integrals" form is explained as follows.
We are computing the probability of no arrivals at each of the tluee stations on the systems, or
conespondingly that a vector z' = <0. 0, 0> will be constructed by the server on a certain cycle
I

given that on the previous cycle the server constructed some veclor z in 8 3 . From (3.2) we see
that C I is the time between the two consecutive visits of the server at station 1. Notice that T 1
and W 2 are times that are unique to station 1 for any observer transition. Hence, the first pair of
inLegrals in (3.3) describe the probability that no customer arrives at station 1 during the time
(T 1 + W

v. However, when the server is at station 2. he is already in the process of making a

cycle with respect to station I, and has just started making a cycle with respect to station 2.
Hence, the segment of time (T2

+ w3) overlaps for stations

I and 3. That is why the second pair

of integrals in (3.3) is computed jointly (for stations I and 2) as the probability of no arrivals at

both stations during the segment of time (T 2 + W~. The rest of the integral product is explained
in identical fashion. Note that Wi and W;' are really different realizations of the same random
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variable. and hence the same dislribution function is used for these in (3.3).
We next take a case-by-case approach in showing how an arbitrary transition probability
Pr [z' I z],

Z I Z' E

8 3 • can be computed. Given any two vectors z. z in 8:3. first obtain the distri-

burian functions F T} and F T/. for 15,j '5.N. Next. keep z fixed and compute Pr [z' I zl for all
possible vectors

.z:, as explained below. The first step is

to obtain the integral product on (3.3),

Le.. for z = <0, 0, 0>. The other cases of z are obtained in stepwise fashion.
Case 1: z contains a single nonzero bit Then
Pr[O, 0, I I z] =Pr[O, 0,· I z]-Pr[O, 0, 0 I z]
Pr[O, 1,0 I z] =Pr[O,·, 0 I z]-Pr[O, 0, 0 I z]
Pr[I,O,O I z]=Pr[·,O,O I z]-Pr[O,O,O I z]

Note that the above computations require that the conditional joint probability that any two

out of three stations are found by the server to be nonempty. These are easily computed using
(3.3) . For example, Pr [0, 0, . I z] is obtained from (3.3) by setting A,,=O.

Case 2:

Z'

contains two nonzero bilS. Then

Pr [0, I, I I z] = Pr[O, . , . I z] - (Pr[O, 0, 0 I z] + Pr [0, 0, I I z] + Pr [0, I, 0 I zJ)
Pr [I, 0, I I z] = Pr [ ., 0 , . I z] - (Pr [0, 0, 0 I z] + Pr [0, 0, I I z] + Pr [I, 0, 0 I zJ)
Pr[I, 1,0 I z] =Pr[·,·, 0 I z] - (Pr[O, 0, 0 I z] +Pr[O, I, 0 I z] +Pr[I, 0, 0 I zJ)

The above computations require the marginal probability that anyone station is found by
the server to be nonempty upon his arrival at that station. This is easily obtained from (3.3). For
example, 10 obtain Pr [ 0, . , . I z], we simple compnte (3.3) by setting 1.0=0 and A" =0.

Case 3: Z contains only nonzero bits.
In this case, we are merely computing the complement of the the sum of all the probabili-

tics computed in cases one and two. That is,
Pr[I,I,11 z]=I-{Pr[O,O,O I z] +Pr[O, 0, II z]+Pr[O, 1,0 I z]+Pr[O, I, II z]
+Pr[I,O,O I z]+Pr[l,O,llz]+Pr[I,I,O Iz]}

Extension ofthe computation scheme to general N

-14 -

For the case of general N we can develop a similar scheme to compute transition probabili·
I

ties for transilions from any given Z

E

eN

to all possible 7!

E

eN_

In fact. the exteru;ion of (3.3)

to the N station case is fairly straightforward. However, the number of cases to investigate is now
N,Le., case k would be the case in which the N -bit vector

z contained exactly k nonzero bits.

Within case k the number of distinct transition probabilities to be computed would be equal to
I

the number of ways of choosing k bits from N bits without repetition, that is, [

~] .

Let ZE €IN be fixed. In order to compute Pr [z" I z] for any 7!E eN. we must first develop a

general expression for Pr [0. 0, O•... , 0 I z] (i.e., the N -station extension of (3.3». We first introduce some compact notation. Define vectors AU) = <1..1 •.... , A.j>. and A v ) = <A.j

I ••••

,')w>, for

each j, 1 5.j S.N. Next, for generic (nonnegative) random variables X and Y, with distributions
F x ('), F yO, respectively, we define the joint integral products

D(AU),X ,Y) =

-

fe

J
-n;>.~

,.,

j

- -n;>.),

fe

dFx(t) .

o

and
D(AU)'X ,y) =

- - ( L"

fe

,.j

o
For a fixed

Z E

,.,

dFy(t)

(3.4)

dFy(t).

(3.5)

0

>.~

dFx(t)·

- - ( L" >.,
f e ,.j
0

eN, we obtain the distributions Fr; ,I $.) '5.N. Before attempting to com-

pute Pr [z' r zJ for an arbitrary z'

E

eN, we must first obtain the integral product

N

Pr[O, 0, ... ,0 I z] = (

II D(A('),T"
k=1

N

W('modN)+I»)

N II D(A(i),T{,W'(imodN)+I»)}
i=1

(3.6)

From the integral product in (3.6) it is possible to generate Pr [z' I zJ for all oLE eN, and a
fixed ZE eN' The idea is essentially a generalization of what was done for the N = 3 case. For
example,
Pr[O, 0, 0, ..., 1 I z] =Pr[O, 0, ...,. I z] -Pr[O, 0, 0, ..., 01 z]

(3.7)

where Pr [0, .." . I z] is obtained from (3.6) by selting IW =0. The the other transition probabili-
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ties are obtained similarly. Thus. to obtain the probability transition matrix for the case of gen-

era! N, one only needs to obtain (3.6) in terms of an arbitrary ZE eN.

Explicit form of the cycle-time distribution
Let the random time between two consecutive visits of the server at station N be denoted by
the random variable C. and its distribution by Fe O. Let P E be the probability transition matrix
for the 2N stale Markov chain {Z,,}. as given by (3.6) and the associated sequence of computaLions. Let {eIlz; ze8N } denote the invariant vector of PE• The exact cycle-time distribution
FcO on the asymmetric, Wlit-capacity buffer, cyclic-server mulliqueue is given by

Fc(t)::E ~,[V,* ... *VN*{"B,+(I-,,)Su* ... * ('NBN+(I-'N)SN}](t)

(3.7)

~8N

where the * is used to denote the convolution operation.
As an illustrative example. suppose that the distributions BjO, SiC") and VjC") are all
exponential, with means lIJ.1j. lI~jl and lIaj. respectively, for l~j SN. Further. let aj =
aN

+ i = Zi Ilj

+ (1 -

Zj)

aj

and

I3j for 1 SiS N. In this case, (3.7) can be explicitly written as

(3.8)

where ~j(z) =

N

II

ak

1 S j S 2N. The distribution in the squared brackets is the general-

k=1 ak - aj
M.j

ized Erlangian distribution.

3.3 Closed network and other cycle-time approximations

In. this section we derive an expression for the cycle-time distribution of the single customer
on the closed network dual of an asymmetric, unit capacity-buffer, cyclic-server multiqueue systern. Even though the cycle-time random variable Cd of the single cuslomer on the closed nelwork dual was explicitly given in (3.1), lhe disLribution Fd was nol because the routing probabilities Pj' 1 Sj SN are yello be determined. Further, the machinery of section 3.2 is required for

- 16 these probabilities.
The marginal probability that station j is found nonempty when the cyclic-server arrives at
stationj in the asymmetric. unit-capacity buffermultiqueue can be obtained as

Pj

:E

=

$,

(3.9)

{ZE 8H;zr=I}

where {ljlz; Z

E

eN} is the invariant vector of the probability transition matrix PE (see section

3.2). The fact that Cd is merely a sum of independent random variables means that we are com-

puting the cycle-time of the single customer on the closed network as the sum of all his sojourn
limes at the 'IN stations he must visit to complete a cycle. If this type of cycle-time is used to

approximate the cycle-time of the serve on the cyclic-server multiqueue system, then in effect,
we arc assuming lhat the random variable C (Le.• the exact cycle-time random variable of the
server on the mulliqueue) can be approximated by assuming that events at the N multiqueueing

stations are mutually independent. This assumption of station-independence is precisely that
which yields the closed network dual representation for the cyclic-server multiqueue. An application of the station independence assumption in different fonns can be found in [Lieb62].
[HaOh72J. and [Kueh79].

Closed Network or Station independence Cycle-time Approximation

Once Pi is known, lS-jS-N, the disuibution Fd is easily obtained. Let {Kz;ZE eN} be
defined by

'" =

IT ['jPj

+(I-Pj)(I-'j)]

(3.10)

J =1

for each Z E
tor

Z

eN. The probability Kz is the steady state probability that the observer sees the vec~

under the station independence assumption. In effect, (3.10) is using the assumption of sta-

lion independence to describe the limiting service-vector seen by the observer on the multiqueue

-17 system. Finally, the distributionFd is explicitly given by
Fd(t)=

L

K,[V 1* ... * VN * {ZtBt

~e,

+ (I - z,)StJ * ... * {zNBN + (I--zN)SN)](t).

lIC1.j. respectively, for 1Sj SN, and we define

Gj =

eli and

aN + i

=

Zj

J.Li + (l -

(3.11)

Zi)

Pi

for

lSi::; N, then (3.11) can be wrinen as

(3.12)

The duality can now be established through the comparison of (3.7) and (3.11).

Customer or Packet Independence Cycle-Time Approximation

Besides the closed network (station independence) approximation (i.e., equation (3.11» to

Lhe exact dislribution of the cyclic-server on the multi-queue (i.e., equation (3.5», we demonstrate how another interesting approximation arises. Consider an N =3 station cyclic-server multiqueuc, and the system of cycle-limes given in equation (3.2). If we assume that the random vari-

abIes CI. C 2 • and C 3 are mutually independent, we are effectively assuming that each random

variable Tj and Wj COrTj' and Wj

)

appearing in two different C j 's, 1 ~i

~3,

are independent. In

other words, each station sees the server's realization of a cycle-time to be independent of any
other station's realization of a cycle-time. This assumption is equivalent to the assumption that
customers' service times (or server's walk times) times at a given station can be arbitrarily drawn
from the service-time distribution (or walk time distribution) without regard to the particular
cycle in progress. If we model the customers on our multiqueue as packets on a token passing
system, this assumption would be very similar to the assumption of packet independence made by
Kleinrock in the Arpanet models [Klei76].
As an example of the computational simplifications introduced by the customer (or packet)
independence assumption, consider an N = 3 station cyclic-server multiqueue. Using the customer
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(or packet) independence idea, equation (3.3) becomes

-

Pr[O, 0,0 I z]=

]e-'J..lfdFT\(t). ]e-'J.. 1t dV2(t)

o

0

[u Ie -"'dFT,(t)] [u Ie -"'dV,(t)]
[u Ie-"'dFdt)] [u Ie-"'dV
[u Ie -"'dFT"(t)] [u Ie -"' dV2

(3.13)

1{t)]

(t l]

Je -?"Jl

dF'T1(t) .

o

Je

-).,1

dV 3(t)

0

from which we can construct a probability transition Mattix for N = 3. The extension to general
N follows just as was explained in section 3.2.

For an N station asymmetric cyclic-server multiqueue with unit-capacity buffers, let Pp
denote the probability transition matrix obtained by using customer (or packet) independence. Let
(~;

ze8N ) denote its invariant vector. The approximate cycle-lime distribution FpC") obtained

via customer independence is given by
F p (t)=

L"'[V" ...• VN •

{z ,B, +(1 - z,l5 J'

.... {zNBN + (I-zN )5N }](t) (3.14)

~e"

If the dislributions BjO, SjO and VjC") are all exponential, with means lIllj.
lIaj. respectively, for 1 Sj 5.N. and we define OJ = OJ and aN + i =

Zj

lI~j.

and

Jlj + (1 - zi) /3; for

l:5,i 5.N,then (3.11) can be written as

Fp{t) =

L",[
zeeN

ESj(z)aj e~ll]

(3.15)

j=l

where Sj(zl is defined aftet Eq. (3.8).

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

For a system of N queueing stations, the complex.ity of computing the cycle-time dislribuLion using PE is 0 (2N ). If packet independenced is used the complexity still remains as 0 (2N ),
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but the constant involved is reduced due to the simplification in computing (5.3) over (4.2). If
unit capacity buffers are used, then station independence also requires

o (2N ) complexity since

the distribution {lCz; zeaN} depends on {41z; zeaN}' However. if infinite capacity buffers are
used, then the complexity of computation via station independence becomes 0 (N), since the

mean cycle-time is directly obtainable from (3.2), and the probability Pi that the server finds

queue j not empty upon arrival there is simply Pi = AjE(Cj) and E(Cj ) is easy to compute as
shown in [Kueh79].

For the unit buffer capacity situation. the largest amount of computation is required for P E.
Observe !:hat when N = 10, PE requires a matrix of size 1024 x 1024, thus implying more than a
million computations to obtain the matrix. It appears that our computations are reasonable for

smaller systems, i.e., N ::;; 9.

4.1 Numerical results
In this section we obtain (computationally) conditions under which station independence

yields cycle-time distributions that are reasonably good approximations to exact cycle-time distributions. In other words. we establish conditions under which duality between lhe cyclic-server
multiqueue model and the closed netwodc model is strong. For completeness. we also include the
results of computation under the assumption of customer (or packet) independence.
In a series of graphical comparisons (sec Figures 3a through 4.2d) we compare the limiting

distributions of service-veclOrs and cycle-times obtained via our three methods. Using N =3.
each graph compares

(1)

the exact cycle-time distribution of the server on the multiqueue (labelled E)

(2)

the cycle-time distribution of the single customer on the

closed~network dual.

cycle-time distribution given by station independence (labelled D), and

that is. the

- 20(3)

the cycle-time distribution obtained via the customer (or packet) independence assumption
(labelled Pl.

We group the figures into four different categories. Those in the "a" category (Figures 3a. 4.1a,
4.2a) refer to a system with moderate traffic (i.e., load) . The lib" category (Figures 3b, 4.1b. and
4.2b) refer to a system with higher-than-moderate traffic. The lie" category (Figures 3c. 4.1c. and
4.2c) refers to a system with still higher traffic. FmaIly, the tid" category refers to a system with
lower-than-moderate traffic. The moderate-traffic case (loosely defined as traffic that causes

cycles in which no stations transmit packets to occur roughly as frequently as cycles in which all
stations transmit packets) is of special imponance as will be seen shortly.
With the exception of All A..z and ~, all other input parameters are kept fixed for all computations. The Aj are varied to obtain different traffic levels. j = 1.2,3. The distributions BjO, Sj('),
and Vj (') are all taken to be exponential distributions. 1 $.j 53. The packet transmission times
(customer service-times) are taken to have a mean of 100. 300, and 200 time-units for stations 1,
2, and 3. respectively. The mean switching times at stations 1.2 and 3 are taken to be 1/10, 1/30,
and 1/20 time-units, respectively. Finally, the mean walk-time from station 1 Lo station 2 is 1
time-unit, the mean walk-time from station 2 10 station 3 is 3 time-units. and from station 3 to
station 1 this time is 2 time-units.
In Figures 3a through 3d can be seen the steady statc probability that thc observer at station
3 is in any given state of the set 8 3, That is. a "0" on the z- axis corresponds to the slate "000", a
"1" corresponds to the state "001", etc. The continuous line connects points representing the
cxact vector distribution, the circles represent the vector distribution given by the closed-network
dual (i.e., station independence), and the squares give the distribution obtained via customer (or
. packet) independence. In Figure 3a (i.e.• moderate traffic), observe that the customer independence assumption performs better than the station independence assumption. More importantly,
for moderate traffic, the closed-network. dual yields a vector distribution that is unimodal, while

- 21the other two methods yield multimodal vector distributions. When traffic is increased (se Figs.
3b and 3c), the three dislributions converge. with customer independence consistenUy outper-

forming station independence. In these two cases, all distributions are multimodal. When traffic is
very low (see Fig. 3d), both independence assumptions can be seen to perform very well. Once
again, all three distributions are seen to be multimodal. The discrete distributions indicate that
the duality between a multiqueue system and a closed network tends to be weak for moderate
traffic and strong for low and high traffic.
In Figures 4.1a and 4.2a can be seen the cycle-time distribution obtained via the three dif·

ferent methods. for moderate traffic. The distribution is actually broken up into two pieces in each
traffic situation, in order to give a clear picture demonstrating the presence of bimodality. Figure
4.1a shows the cycle-time distribution for cycles of length less than 40 time-unilS. Correspondingly, Figure 4.lb shows the distribution for cycles of length greater than 40 time-units. Thc
bimodal nature of the exact cycle-time distribution at moderate load may be surprising, at first
glance. The multimodal vector distribution (show in Fig 3a) plays a part in this. In effect, this
says that for a system in which buffers are able to hold only one packet (customer) at a time, the
cycle-time of the server can take one certain large values (in the range 200 - 400 time-units) with
a higher probability than other large values. We believe that the effect is largely due to the effect
of unit-capacity buffers. The provision of more buffer space for arriving packets is likely to have
a smoothing effect on the cycle-time distribution, possibly removing such bimodal behaviour.
In Figures 4.lb and 4.2 b, the cycle-time distributions are displayed for higher-than-

moderate load. In Figure 4.lc and 4.2c. the cycle-time distribution is displayed for even higher
traffic, and in Figure 4.ld and 4.2d we see the results for very low traffic. Qearly, at high and low
traffic situations, the duality between the mulLiqueue system and the closed network system
appears to be strong, especially for large cycle-times. It is interesting to note that for very low
loads (Figure 4.1d and 4.2d ). and correspondingly, for very high loads, both approximating

- 22assumptions yield a distribution that is extremely close to the exact distribution. We fuus conclude that duality is strongest at extreme loads. Further, our method of computing the cycle-time
distribution yields numerical values that tell how well the duality relationship performs in terms
of closeness to the exact result. Observe that for moderate traffic, th duality result gives only a
crude approximation to the cycle-time distribution. In all traffic situations, the closed-network

cycle-time distribution lacks the bimodality that is characteristic of the exact (and even the

approximate, via customer-independence) cycle-time distribution.
4.2. AppJications
In the previous section, it was shown that the closed-network dual of the multiqueue yields

better approximations as system loads become more extreme (i.e., higher, or lower). This implies
that the entire theory of closed-networks may be applied to analyze token-passing systems to
obtain useful pieces of information at these loads. As an example, we demonstrate how one can
compute the position of a token on a token ring (or token bus). The method presented here is not
restricted to a single token. Multiple tokens on a token passing system can be handled without
any additional work.
Let us assume that there are K tokens on a token-passing system. By dUality, we have K
customers in the closed network system. Referring to Figure 2, we note that the closed network
consists of 3N queues; N queues are associated with walking times, N queues with switching
times, N queues correspond to ,. real" service times. For i = 1, 2 • . . .• N, let k 3i _ 2 denote the
number of customers (i.e., tokens from the multiqueue are customers in the closed network) in the
walking-phase at the (3i - 2)nd queue, let k 3i _ 1 denote lhe number of customers in the
switching-phase at the (3i - lyh queue, and let k 3i denote the number of customers in the
service-phase at the 3i th queue. The closed network is described by a 3N -dimensional vector
k = (k l , k 2 , k 3

, .•. ,

p(k) =p(kJ, k 2

, ... ,

k 3N )

with

the

probability

of

being

in

state

k

denoted

by

k 3N ). We refer to a walking queue followed by two parallel queues,
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namely a switching queue and a service queue, as a node. Such a node also corresponds to a node
in the token-passing dual network. The j'h node of our closed network is shown in Figure 5. The

branching probability Pj in the closed-network is equivalent to the probability that the j -th queue
in the token-passing dual is found not empty on the server's arrival. The walking time. switching
time and service time at the

abIes with means

aj I

ph

node are assumed to be exponentially distributed random vari-

Pi and J.Lj respectively.

Using standard techniques for closed networks [Klei76], the steady state probability

_ _1_ 3N "
IT xJ
P(kI , · .. , k
3N) - G(K) I=I

(4.1)

'

where k l + k2 + ... + k 3N = K and G (K) is a normalizing constant. The x 's are computed as
I

follows. For i = 1 •... , N we find

1

x3i-2= - ,
<Y.;

Pi

X3i-l=~'

x3i

Pi
=-.

Ili

(4.2)

Hence, (4.1) and (4.2) imply

(4.3)

where Pi = 1 - Pi. For the unit capacity buffer system the probability Pi is given by (3.9), while
for the infinite capacity buffer model Pi = A.i EC j , where EC; is the average cycle time as it is
computed in [Kueh 79].
In lhe case of a single token the formula (4.3) becomes simpler since now

kl

+ k 2 + ... + k 3N = 1 and alik's except one are equal to zero. Letp(O, 0, .. _, Ij , ... , 0)

denote the probability that lhe token is at queue j, j = I, 2, , ... , 3N. Then for i = 1 •... , N
we obtain
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G(I)ai
Pi

p(O.O, .... Ii , ...• 0) =

G(l)~i

Pi
G(l)~i

for

j = 3i - 2

for

j=3i-1

for

j = 3i

(4.4)

In particular. using (4.3) and (4.4) we can compute the position of the token in the token-

passing system, that is. the probability that a token is currently at a given node. Note that a node
in the token-passing system corresponds to three queues in the closed network dual system,

namely "walking" queue, "switching" queue and "service" queue. Letp(lt, ... , IN) be the
probability that Ii tokens are at node i. Then, by (4.3) we find that

p(l, .1 2

, ...•

IN) =

L
(I E A)

where the set A is defined as A = {I:

h=

p(k,. k 2 .···, k w ).

k 3i + k 3i- 1 + k 3i - 2 ; i = I, 2 .... ,N}.

The duality property just established has some morc potential advantages especially in the
case of multiple tokens. For example. even under station independence, it is not clear how to
compute the cycle time distribution for multiple-token systems. Using our dual system (closed
network approach) the cycle time distribution might be relatively easy to compute. We need to
replace the two parallel queues by a single queue with hypercxponential service time. Then, lhe
closed network becomes a cyclic queueing model. Much work has been done in the past on the
cycle time distributions in closed cyclic queueing networks. For example, the recent work of
Daduna, i.e., [Dadu 86a] • [Dadu 86b] and Boxma [Boxm8S] are the most promising.

5. COCLUSIONS
We have shown that known results for closed queueing networks can be used to obtain
sound approximations in asymmetric multiqueueing problems. In this effort, we solved two open
problems to test the notion of duality between closed queueing networks and multiqueueing sys-

- 25terns. From our computational experiments, it appears that the duality can be strong for a wide
range of interesting parameter values. Additionally, when using closed network results to approximate multiqueueing systems, the strength of the approximations can often be tested by testing
the strength of the duality relationship. Ongoing research examines more general systems (Le.•
finite and infinite buffers, more general service patterns, etc.). Particularly appealing features of
the closed-network approximation include testable accuracy, simplicity, and small computational

requirements in comparison to exact results.
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Figure 5. Description of node j in the closed-network dual.

